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Panorama Flussbad - left side.
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the panels
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All-timber core stability.

Foyer.

Panorama Flussbad - right side.

Location in Berlin’s Center.

Changing river use.
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Innovation and transferability – Progress
With its new headquarters, Sitra, the Finnish innovation
Innovation
and transferability – Progress
Thewill
Flussbad
project
located
in the
center
of Berlin.
fund,
anchor the new
Low2Noisquarter
in Helsinki.
Part veryThe
Sitra Headquarters
at Low2No is
significantly contribpractical scope
of the
project
is to transform
with
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the redevelopment
of the former
Jätkäsaari
docklands
uting to the
current
knowledge in Transferability
the field of tall timberis a central aspect of the project. This is less
meanscarbon
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a natural
745mat“swimtoited
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Sitra into
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the
elements
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even
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and
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of according
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the
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most
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in the
treating and
river
water change
in a natural
bed filter.
technologies
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to drive a reed
thriving,
sources)
from
world of its type. It is designed in accordance
with
the EUa cultural, ecological and a broadened ecosustainable society. These principles are founded on an arnomic
perspective.
In many modern cities the idea to use
Energy
Performance
of
Buildings
Directive
that
will
be
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chitecture of transferability, transparency and inventiveness.
(their)
as a resource for a richer, healthier and more
acted
2020. Success
foster ariver
widespread
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theis hoped to
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adoption
all-timberis
construction
for sustainable, high
appropriate
the river
water.
The
firstofaspect
Structurally
the new quality
building willof
be entirely
in Finnish
timquality architecture
on an industrialstatus
scale. quo deployment of rivers as a means for transportadealt
by converting
ofcores
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quay wall
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overground
storeys, and withparts
even the
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of
goods
and waste.
into it
awill
generous
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providing
access
to theEthical
swimming
pool
timber,
be the tallest
and most
complex in
the world
standards and
social equity – People
offering
place
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out and watch.
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ofand
its type.
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be builtto
of prefab
highly insulated
Ethical
and social equity – People
Sitra’s function
as a government body,
as wellstandards
as the emlockerand
changing
rooms etc.
are integrated
unobtrutimber
sandwich
elements.
Timber construction
is presently
This has
project
is about
ownership
and control of the river. It
pirical and didactic
ethos of this project,
made transCentral
atrium.
sively
into
terrain.
A as
continuous
lines
the key themes.
seldom
used
abovethe
a domestic
scale, but
one of the most gangplank
shows
the potential (and need) for an open-minded reasparency and
inclusiveness
Organisationally
entire stretch
the river
section
for safety.the
The
pool
will
be
sustainable
methods of
available
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particularly)
sessment
ofintethe river being one of Berlin’s outstanding
plan is non-hierarchical and extroverted:
a tightly
fed is
and
constantly
perfused
bysystems
river for
water grated
purified
a suc- includingnatural
there
much
to be gained from
developing
resources.
By converting the central part of the river
publicin
programme
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and a
cession
of reed
bed
filters
andand
a sand
filters
located
in throughout
larger
structures.
With some
local
knowledge
a devel- bed library
intothe
a resource
allows
open access
building. Fin-for recreation, for a public urban space - and
theindustry
upper
section
river arm.
A barrage
at
the
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oped
already
in place,of
thethe
Sitra Headquarters
seeks
for iteveryone
- it radically questions the status quo. Today
land’s advanced timber industry makes
a very equitable
prevents
backflow
of unfiltered
water
into
the Local skills
toend
provide
a replicable the
example
of how industrialised
allthe
river is
used
for transportation and effluent disposal
choice
for larger
projects.
and sources
render
it
swimming
pool.
The
continuous
underwater
timber
construction
can serve
sustainable
architecture
on
andeconomical
by law any
amongstormwater
the safest, healthiest and most
avail-alternative kind of appropriation is hindered
willThe
contain
and
channel
any overflow
from
apipe
larger scale.
propagation
of this
systematicoff
and poorinsuppressed.
able. The design
alsosix
supports Sitra
a change process:
emergency
outlets
of the
city’s
sewage
litical
change is already
underway,
with the
design
process system.
they see (“Planet”)
their current space (many floors, individual offices)
Environmental quality and resource efficiency – Planet
tracking the ongoing redefinition of Finnish regulations on
as an obstacle to change and want a new design (open grid)
Practical effect
Two valuable resources are at the focus of this project: water
timber building. Sitra is to be the proof of its viability for
to support
their evolution.
After 120 years of “unemployment”, the project
reactivates
and urban space. Water: although 6% of Berlin’s area is covered
future schemes.
a currently under-valued urban resource.
(“Prosperity”)
Environmental quality and resourceby
efficiency
– Planet
water,
the city has a significantly increasing negative
Flussbad
will
addspirit
to is
the
of sports and recThis
didactic and
empirical
alsosparse
supported provision
in the proSite plan.
(entrance) level plan.
water balance. Berlin’s
city center has an outmoded Podium
sewage
The new building’s
reation
for the
causedenergy
by concept reduces the weighted
gramme:
civicspaces
amenities, including
ancentral
auditorium,districts
library and of Berlin
system
that
isrethe sole source of pollution for the otherwise
use to 45kWh/m2/yr,
less than half the Finnish
an bring
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75%) and energy
a parallel
loss of
café,
public circulation
throughout, (up
thereby
healthy river Spree. Several times a year during heavy rains
quirement
for heating
vacant
spaces
since
the
fall of the
Berlin Wall
in 1989.
In ad-and cooling. Mixed-mode, water
the
insularity
often seen
in office
architecture.
The higher
theairmixed
system spills over into the river and
based
heating to
and the
cooling, including
handling sewage
units
dition,
willaffordable
both supply
a vital
impulse
floors
also this
includeproject
“incubators”:
high-profile
wipes
out most of the biological life. The new usage of the
powered by a populaground source heat pump
are complemented
historic
center
will return
to theprocontemporary
office
space for
start-upand
businesses
and Sitra-funded
river
for efficiency
swimming and other recreational activities will
by
a
rooftop
PV
array,
configured
for
maximum
tion ie.
some
“authentic
to Berlin’s
museum island. It
grammes,
further
driving
the economiclife”
well-being
of the
significantly
the currently lacking public awareness
and aesthetically
integrated into the
building’s design.grow
All
will
diminish
theand
mental
and bring
practical
division
between
area.
A terraced
volumetry
a central atrium
dayfor this
issueLocal
and will help to bring about the needed infra100 workplaces receive daylight and natural
ventilation.
“everyday”
Berlin and
the
official
ie. touristic/governmental
light
and natural ventilation
to each
of the
100 workplaces.
structural
and
administrative
change. Urban space: Out of
sources and the inherent efficiency of skilled offsite manuBerlin.
(“Proficiency”)
Planting
across
all stepped levels associates the Sitra builda former
and functional “wasteland” Flussbad
facturing lead to a very low embodied
energy forbiological
timber
ing with prominent green areas throughout Low2No and
creates
with
little
means
a
generous
and robust recreational
Symbolic effect
architecture in Finland. For this reason the design team was
the large public park beyond. The timber structure is visible
Beyond its practical implications, the project
is highly
symdetermined
to drive
the technology facility,
and also thevaluable
legislation public space plus a 1.8 ha reed bed natural
within the office spaces, contributing to the architectural
reserve.
bolic. Not so much because it stands in contrast
toSitra’s
theunprecedented
past
to achieve
structure.
At a local level,
and atmospheric quality. The intricacies of a large timber
Third floor plan.
Programme distribution.
20 years of urban development policy in Berlin
– but
a space increases density and thus
the resultant
extra as
usable
Economic performance and compatibility – Prosperity
structure, particularly fireproofing, stability and vibration
most fundamental challenge by creating acontributes
new interpretato a thriving urban setting,Over
while the
prefabricated the river has been a fundamental driving
have been resolved into replicable and versatile systems.
centuries
tion of the river’s potential. The conversion of
the structure
city’s most
modular
means flexibilityyet
for future
expansion.
variable
aspect of the development of Berlin. Our section
central
river section
a resource
for recreation and for
The
Sitra Headquarters
at Low2Nointo
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a step forward
of the
river became altogether functionless in 1894. Here
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public
urban
life radically
the “ownership”
of the
for
the union
of advanced
sustainabilityquestions
technologies and
the
Flussbad
will generate an economic effect by increasing
“Incubators”
are a key feature of the Sitra building: affordriver andarchitecture
its status
as a
means of
transportation
conscientious
to quo
achievesolely
the lowest
environquality
of life in the inner city quarters. Secondly the
able, chances
high profile (and
office spaces forthe
Sitra-funded
business
and effluent
disposal.
Thespatial
project
the
mental
impact without
compromising
qualitysignals
and
bold show
of mundane vitality next to the museum island
and start-ups.
They facilitate
the entreprethe need) for an open-minded and radical programmes
reassessment
of
beauty.
will become a new icon of Berlin - important for a city that
neurship
which promotes
the river being one of the important natural
resources
of the continued vitality of the area.
economically
is based increasingly on the exploitation of
A vibrant, diverse mix of uses consolidate a shared identity
Berlin. (“People”)
its peculiar
character.
linked to sustainable living, and thereby
an increased sense
Creating the possibility to swim in the river will raise the
of ownership and attachment. This Contextual
personal investment
in aesthetic impact – Proficiency
and
appetite for more (“Progress”) and an awareness of the
turn fosters a self-sustaining community.
Flussbad is located at the very center of historic Berlin next
body of water and its ecosystem. This will promote much
Timber structural section.
Advantages of volumetry.
to the ancient villages of Berlin and Cölln and the castle in
Contextual and aesthetic impact – Proficiency
needed change through Flussbad, Berlin, Germany.
later
times.
In the past 120 years this area has lost domestic
Reconciling the best possible efficiency
with
the highest
use in exchange
spatial quality is one of the Sitra Headquarters’
defining for public functions, many of them related
toon
national
government
and high culture museums. The
features. The programme is arranged
a typical grid,
alproject
lowing maximum adaptability andFlussbad
a non-hierarchical
or- through also welcoming roughly 1 million
exhausted
tourists
after
their
tours aims to widen the usganization. A large central atrium for the public and the
abilityembed
of the
urban space and generate a renaisbuilding’s terraced volumetry with planting
Sitra existing
in
sance
ofwill
the
city center as a place of importance for the
the surrounding parks. Polychromatic
façades
reflect
domestic
the heterogenous context and give a“real”
strong aesthetic
iden- Berlin. The mundane recreational place,
providing
a
badly-needed
recreational facility in this part
tity to the whole block.
of the city, will mix in a relaxed way the domestic, the touristic and the iconic Berlin.

Details water treatment and pool.

